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The latest entry in the McCabe series. Johnny McCabes rides off to a cattle auction, and on the way

has an encounter with an old enemy, and meets a legendary mountain man who is trying to protect

two children who are being hunted. Meanwhile, Josh and Dusty and the men of the McCabe Ranch

are conducting their spring roundup, and find themselves plunging head-first into a range war.
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This author continues to deliver great Western novels. The main character's horse, Thunder, adds

some action in this novel. It is my belief that if readers try any of Dennison' s novels that they won't

be disappointed. I am looking forward to reading his next novel. I highly recommend this author.

I love the McCabes. They're the kind of people you'd want to live next to. This was another action

packed, emotional story that has nearly the whole family involved. I enjoyed the emphasis on the

horses and the descriptions took me to the place. I hesitated over four or five stars because there



were a few times that the story jumped around or things weren't explained that well. However, if I

read an entire story in one sitting and plan to read it again, it must be good, thus five stars.

Along with all the other McCabe books, I enjoyed this very much! It had a lot of surprises in it, which

kept you wondering what was going to happen next! And also, as usual, the McCabe's were always

taking in someone else, regardless of whether or not they were family, Johnny McCabe took in the

two children who had been left without parents and no one to care for them, which shows how

caring he and the rest of the family were. These children were made to feel they were part of the

family, and were very grateful to all the McCabes.

It is seldom I can bring myself to rate any book with 5 stars. I hold books to high standards, those of

Louis L'Amour and David Weber amongst others.I just finished book 8, 8 books in 5 days. They

were very hard to put down, even late at night. Great stories, great characters, and awesome

locations well described by Mr Dennison.I have no idea why it took me so long to find these books

but I am very glad I finally did.Thank you sir, well done!

Well I am sorry to see the McCabbe series come to a close. I will now start on the off shoot books

and my hope is that they will be as powerful reading as this series has been. If you are a reader who

has read this book by chance, I strongly recommend that you complete the series. Brad Dennison is

a superb writer who I believe is right there at the table with La'mour. Brad I am looking forward to

your new stories coming soon. Semper Fi my good friend and may the spirits and God be with you.

I have read several books since the last one by Brad, just had to go back, love his western stories.

This one is a continue story about the McCabes Johnny and all the family. I think there are several

main characters, but it comes down to one Johnnie's horse Thunder. So many different stories in

this book to tell about, all keeping you interested in what will happen next. Highly recommend for a

great book to read.

BD has written the 8th novel in the containing western sagsa of a growing family and future empire.

A near neighbor is killed an the son takes over the ranch and decides to break a 50 year old

agreement which begins the range war. This is an excellent read for the genre..... ER

Brad Dennison has his characters down perfectly. The depth of the stories are getting better with



each book. You get to know the family and feel like you know what they are thinging while reading

the book. What a fantastic Series and an amazing writer. Keep them coming. Thank you. Lavonne

Jones
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